Abstract. We We present the temperature dependences of the reflectance and Raman spectra of metallic β -(BEDT-TTF)(TCNQ). BEDT-TTF and TCNQ form quasi-one-dimensional bands mainly extended along the a-and c-axes, respectively, and their interaction along the b-axis is weak. The degree of charge transfer from BEDT-TTF to TCNQ is about 0.5, so that each band forms a ¾-and ¼-filled band. With lowering temperature, the optical conductivity associated with BEDT-TTF band approaches a Drude-like shape without structural distortion. On the other hand, the optical conductivity of TCNQ band deviates from a Drude-like response with a 2k F or 4k F lattice distortion. At room temperature, the Raman-active ν 2 and infrared-active ν 27 modes of BEDT-TTF showed a splitting, that is, the charge on the BEDT-TTF chain is nearly localized. Interestingly, these split bands merged at around 100 K. The Raman-active ν 4 of TCNQ keeps the frequency corresponding to TCNQ 0.5-. Therefore, the charge in TCNQ column is equally sheared by two or four TCNQ molecules.
INTRODUCTION
β -(BEDT-TTF)(TCNQ) is the third new phase, which is metallic down to 2 K with resistivity anomalies at 175, 80, and 20 K [1, 2] . The unit cell accommodates one BEDT-TTF and one TCNQ, which form a segregated-stack structure along the c-axis. The tight-binding band consists of a nearly one-dimensional band of TCNQ extended along the c-axis and a warped quasi-one-dimensional band of BEDT-TTF extended along the a-axis. The resistivity anomalies at 80 K and 20 K have been associated with the partial nesting of the Fermi surface. The Shubnikov-de-Haas oscillations measured by Yasuzuka et al. [3] supports the partial nesting, since the cross sectional areas of the Fermi surface are estimated to be 1.0 % and 3.5 % of the Brillouin zone for the oscillations with the frequencies of 142 T(α) and 493 T (β). The anomaly at 175 K is associated with a small drop in magnetic susceptibility. In order to obtain the information on the band structure including a band-filling factor, we measured the reflectivity and Raman spectra. In the process of this investigation, we found a charge disproportionation, that is, a nearly localized state near room temperature.
ANISOTRIC BAND STRUCTURE
Polarized reflectance spectra were measured along the a-, b-, and c-axes. The anisotropic spectra supported the band calculation: The a-axis reflectivity was consistent with the band formation of the BEDT-TTF chain, the c-axis reflectivity suggested a band formation of the TCNQ column with a lattice distortion, and the b-axis reflectivity showed that the hybridization between the BEDT-TTF band and TCNQ band was very small. With lowering temperature, the optical conductivity of the ET chain approached a Drude-like σ(ω), whereas the vibronic bands of TCNQ were very enhanced, implying the enhancement of the 2k F or 4k F lattice distortion in the TCNQ column. The Raman-active band ν 4 , the frequency of which is sensitive to the charge of TCNQ, was observed at 1428 cm -1 . Assuming the linear relationship between the frequency and the site charge of TCNQ, the degree of charge transfer from BEDT-TTF to TCNQ was estimated to be approximately 0.5. Since this band was independent of temperature, the filling factor of the TCNQ and BEDT-TTF bands were independent of temperature. The vibronic bands characteristic of TCNQ was observed in the cpolarized spectrum already at room temperature. Therefore, the TCNQ stack is dimerized or tetramerized in a short range order. The charges in the TCNQ stack are likely to be equally shared by the two or four TCNQ molecules, since ν 4 consists of a single band. On the other hand, the apolarized spectrum showed no vibronic band down to 6 K. Probably, the ET chain keeps the uniform structure along the a-axis.
CHARGE DISPROPORTIONATION
It is well known that Raman-active ν 2 and ν 3 and infrared-active ν 27 of BEDT-TTF are sensitive to the charge on the molecule. The Raman spectrum was measured using He-Ne (633 nm) and LD (780 nm) lasers. At about 10 K, the ν 2 (1501 cm -1 ) and ν 3 (1468 cm -1 ) bands, which correspond to BEDT-TTF 0.5+ , were observed separately from the ν 3 (1428 cm -1 ) and ν 4 (1603 cm -1 ) bands of TCNQ. However, at room temperature, ν 2 split into the bands at 1536 cm -1 and 1479 cm -1 , while ν 3 split into the sharp band at 1458 cm -1 and the very broad band at ~1340 cm -1 . The similar splitting for ν 2 and ν 3 of BEDT-TTF salt was observed in the insulating phase θ-(BEDT-TTF) 2 RbZn(SCN) 4 [4] , where the charge localization occurred. This result leads to the conclusion that the holes in the BEDT-TTF chain are nearly localized and probably incoherently hopping between the adjacent sites. The same result was obtained in the infrared-active ν 27 mode as shown in Figure 1 . It should be noted that the split ν 27 bands merged at about 100 K changing the linewidth. The sequence of this line shape was reproduced quite well using the exchange narrowing model between two sites. From the simulation of this model, we concluded that the nearly localized holes in BEDT-TTF chain were dynamically fluctuating in the time scale of about 10 ps. This time scale corresponds to 0.4 mev, which is much smaller than the band parameters used for the band calculation. Probably, the band picture cannot be applied to the room-temperature charge dynamics. 
